Introduction
In the rst part of the oft-cited paper Jon75 , Jones introduced logspace reductions as a tool for studying the relative complexity of problems in P. In the second part of Jon75 , Jones introduced a restricted version of logspace reducibility, called log-bounded rudimentary reductions. The motivation for introducing this restriction came from 1 the desire to have a tool for talking about the structure of very small complexity classes such as DSPACElogn, and 2 interest in generalizing the notion of rudimentary relations," which at that time was the object of a considerable amount of attention Smu61, Sal73, W ra78, Wil79, PD80 . In Jon75 , Jones went on to show t h a t a n umber of problems were complete for various complexity classes under log-bounded rudimentary reductions. Although logspace reducibility has proved to be a very useful notion in complexity theory in the intervening years, log-bounded rudimentary reducibility has been mentioned explicitly only seldom in subsequent w ork although, as we demonstrate, it has been considered implicitly many times, under di erent names.
A great deal of insight about the complexity o f v arious problems has been gained by the study of uniform circuit complexity; many complexity classes have been characterized in terms of the computational power of families of circuits fC n : n 2 Ng where C n takes inputs of length n, by v arying the types of gates and allowable fan-in on the circuits, and imposing a uniformity condition" which speci es that the de nition of C n in terms of n be easy" in some sense. Unfortunately, the question of Supported in part by NSF grant CCR-9000045. y Supported in part by a DIMACS research assistantship.
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DIMACS is an NSF Science and Technology Center, funded under contract STC-88-09648; and also receives support from the New Jersey Commission on Science and Technology. 1 which uniformity condition to use has remained somewhat controversial. For example, although much work on uniform circuit complexity uses logspace uniformity, it is not clear that this is appropriate when de ning subclasses of DSPACElog n, such a s A C 0 , the class of languages accepted by polynomial-size, constant-depth circuits of unbounded fan-in AND and OR gates.
Competing de nitions of uniform AC 0 " w ere proposed by Immerman Imm87, Imm89 and Buss Bus87 . Then it was shown by Barrington, Immerman, and Straubing, that these de nitions in fact coincide BIS90 ; they show that Dlogtime-uniform AC 0 may be de ned alternatively in terms of rstorder logic, O1 time on a CRAM, inductive de nitions with O1 inductive depth, and Sipser's log-time hierarchy Sip83 . Other characterizations of Dlogtime-uniform AC 0 are found in Clo90 . Since some of these notions were de ned entirely independently of each other and independently of considerations of uniform circuit complexity, the fact that these notions coincide is taken as evidence for the correctness" of the Dlogtime-uniformity condition when choosing a de nition of uniform AC For a positive i n teger c and a space bound S, de ne the predicates P c;S , P c;S as follows: P c;S x; u; v; w , uv = wĵ uvwj c Sjxj, P c;S x; u; v; w , uv 6 = wĵ uvwj c Sjxj.
The class of S-bounded rudimentary predicates, RUD S is the class of predicates built from ; : ; P c;S , and P c;S for every c via logical connectives, explicit transformations, and S-bounded existential and universal quanti cation. See Jon75 for a complete de nition.
De nition 2 A function f : ! is S-bounded rudimentary i the predicate R de ned by Rx; i; a , fx; i ; a i s i n R UD S .
That is, f is S-bounded rudimentary i the predicate a is the i th symbol of fx" is in RUD S . The fact that jij c Sjxj for some c and all x implies that jfxj 2 cSjxj .
Note that, as de ned above, RUD S is a set of predicates; h o wever we can just as easily view RUD S as a set of languages. A language L will be said to be in RUD S i the characteristic function of L is Sbounded rudimentary. Alternatively, each predicate Q 2 RUD S over alphabet de nes a language L 2 over alphabet f; g where ," is any symbol not in de ned by L = fx; y 1 ; : : : ; y m : Qx; y 1 ; : : : ; y m g.
These alternative de nitions are easily seen to be equivalent. For more formal arguments along these lines, see Wra78 .
In this paper as in Jon75 we are interested primarily in RUD log , the class obtained when the space bound S is logarithmic. In Section 3, we show that RUD log = A C 0 . The proofs in this paper will not make use of the circuit formalism; t h us detailed de nitions of the Dlogtime-uniformity conditions are omitted here. They may be found in BIS90, BCGR90 . Instead, we will use two c haracterizations of AC 0 that were shown to be equivalent in BIS90 see also BCGR90 , one in terms of alternating Turing machines, and one in terms of rst-order logic.
We use the model of alternating Turing machine used by Ruzzo Ruz81 in which access to the input is provided via a special tape which w e call the input address tape onto which an address i may b e written in binary, following which in unit time the i th input symbol is available. This convention is necessary to allow machines with sublinear running times to have access to all of the input. Consult BIS90, BCGR90 for examples illustrating how these machines compute.
Now let k timelogn denote the class of languages accepted by alternating Turing machines running in Ologn time, beginning in an existential con guration, and making at most k,1 alternations between existential and universal con gurations on any computation path. Let LH the logtime hierarchy o f Proof.
This containment is mentioned in
The proof proceeds by induction on the de nition of RUD log , showing that each language in RUD log is in LH. The input to an ATM is assumed to have both ends marked by the special symbol $.
Consider the inductive de nition of RUD log :
1. x; i; a and : x; i; a are in RUD log . Using the marker positions, M calculates jxj and jij. I t w as observed in Bus87 that this can be done in logarithmic time. M calculates logjxj from jxj and veri es that jij logjxj.
M existentially guesses the bits of i and writes them on a worktape, and then universally checks that for each j i, the guessed value for position jxj + 1 + j is correct.
M again uses marker positions to read a, and check that the i th bit of x is a.
2. If c is a positive i n teger then both P c;log x; u; v; w and P c;log x; u; v; w are in RUD log where P c;log x; u; v; w , uv = wĵ uvwj c logjxj, P c;log x; u; v; w , uv 6 = wĵ uvwj c logjxj.
Consider an ATM M that behaves as follows: Inductively, Q can be accepted by an alternating TM M in S k k Timelogn. Note that r and m are constants here and 1 ; : : : ; m depend only on y 1 ; : : : ; y r and not on x. Therefore, the conversion of y 1 ; : : : ; y r into 1 ; : : : ; m only requires a nite amount of information that can be supplied to an ATM in its nite control.
Consider a function f that converts strings of the form x; y 1 ; : : : ; y r into x; 1 ; : : : ; m . I f w e can show that f can be computed in LH, then we can use the fact that LH functions are closed under composition to conclude the proof for this case, using the inductive h ypothesis. That is, we need to show that the language A f = fciz : the i th symbol of fz i s cg is in LH. Note that, for well-formed inputs, z will be of the form x; y 1 ; : : : ; y r .
Consider an ATM M that behaves as follows:
On input $ciz$ M guesses all the marker positions in $ciz$ a s w ell as in z itself there are a constant number of these and veri es them as in the previous cases. i ranges over all binary strings of length at most d logjxje+1 and is the same type existential or universal as Q i . By the closure properties of RUD log , and by the fact that the length of each y i is bounded, it follows that since R is in RUD log , L is also in RUD log , and the proof is complete. It remains only to construct R .
The formula is built up from the primitive predicates =; , X, and BIT, and from the constants 1 and n. Clearly, it will su ce to show that each of these primitive predicates is equivalent" in the 6 same sense to a relation in RUD log . F or example, we will show that there is a relation S in RUD log such that, for any n umbers j 1 and j 2 , the primitive predicate j 1 j 2 is true i the relation Sx; y 1 ; y 2 holds, where y 1 and y 2 are binary strings of length at most d logjxje + 1 representing the numbers j 1 and j 2 , respectively.
The constant 1 is explicitly de nable in RUD log , and Jones Jon75 has already observed that the relations u + v = w;u v = w;u v = w and juj = w are all in RUD log , so long as u; v; w are constrained to have length c logjxj for some c. T h us the constant n is de nable, since the relation jxj = j is equivalent t o x; j; 0 _ x; j; 1: x; j + 1 ; 0 _ x; j + 1 ; 1. It follows easily that the following set is in RUD log : fx; y 1 ; : : : ; y m : for each i, jy i j = d logjxje + 1 g. Therefore for the rest of this proof,
we will assume that all variables y i refer to strings of exactly this length. This will result in a few simpli cations. Now w e consider each of the primitive predicates in turn. This completes the proof.
We remark that standard translational techniques may n o w be used to prove the following generalization of Theorem 4. Note that for the case of Sn = n, this is the well-known theorem of Wrathall Wra78 .
Corollary 5 For functions S such that the binary representation of Sn can be computed from n in time OSn, RUD S = S k k timeSn.
Reducibilities
Jones de ned RUD log as a rst step towards de ning a very restrictive notion of reducibility. Jones took the familiar notion of a many-one reduction namely, f reduces A to B if x 2 A , fx 2 B, and imposed the restriction that f be log-bounded rudimentary. There was one additional restriction that Jones imposed in de ning his logspace-rudimentary reducibility denoted rud log ; he required that there 7 be some constant c such that for all x, log jfxj = c logjxj. That is, the length of fx should be equal to a polynomial in jxj, and not just bounded by one. In Jon75 , Jones comments that this nal restriction is stronger than the more natural restriction of simply having f have polynomial growth rate, but explains that it seems to be necessary" in order to have the rud log relation be transitive i.e., in order for the composition of two log-bounded rudimentary functions to be log-bounded rudimentary. However by Theorem 4 we see that for functions f with polynomial growth rate, f is log-bounded rudimentary i f is in LH. Since the composition of two functions in LH is easily seen to be in LH, it follows that Jones' rationale for imposing the stronger length requirement w as unfounded.
Conclusion
We h a ve considered the log-bounded rudimentary predicates de ned by Jones in Jon75 and we h a ve shown that they correspond exactly to the class of sets accepted by Dlogtime-uniform AC 0 circuits. Thus Jones was probably the rst to study this complexity class, which has loomed large in importance in recent y ears. We believe that this augments the already compelling arguments of BIS90 in favor of using the Dlogtime-uniformity condition when studying small circuit complexity classes.
It , Sn = on , the PARITY language is in DSPACE1 , RUD S . Here, DSPACE1 denotes the class of regular sets. However, any generalization of this result for larger functions S will require entirely di erent techniques and will have t o t a k e uniformity i n to account in some way, since the techniques of Nep70 see also Vol84 show that for each 0, NSPACElog n RUD n , and it follows from Wra78 that RUD n contains complete sets for each level of the polynomial hierarchy. T h us the question of whether or not RUD n = DSPACEn remains an interesting open problem. Note, however, that an a rmative answer would imply that the polynomial hierarchy is equal to PSPACE.
